Charter review

• Approved July 3, 2008
• Fixed deliverables
• First step: get the documents going
• The charter is good for 24 months
  – Recharter or shut down
What is in and out of scope

• The charter is a fairly strict guide
• Out-of-scope drafts can be announced on the WG mailing list
  – Extended discussions should have their own mailing lists
• Yaron and Paul are responsible to Pasi to keep the WG on track
When new things can be added to the charter

- Sometime next year, after we finish our first work item
- “Finish” means completes IESG review
- At that time, the group can negotiate new work items with the ADs
- No need to think about it now
Rest of meeting

- IKEv2bis status
- Roadmap document
- IKEv2 IPv6 config status
- IKE session resumption status
- IKE redirect status
- ESP-null visibility
- Out-of-scope-for-the-WG documents
- Open mic on items from the charter
- Open mic on non-charter items
- Wrap-up